FAMILY STORYTIME KIT
BEDTIME

Enjoy Storytime at home by completing these fun activities! Activities with a star ★ are linked to additional activities or information!

EARLY LITERACY
When looking at a book together, point out how we read from left to right and how words are separated by spaces.

READ
Good Night, Little Blue Truck
Available to checkout on Hoopla ★

WRITE
Air Writing
Trace the star shape in the air together

SING
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star ★

PLAY
Hide & Sleep ★

MAKE
MOON & STARS
Materials:
- Cardstock
- Aluminum foil
- String
- Glue
- Tape
- Crayons
- Scissors

Instructions:
Use the provided template to create an out of this world craft
Click here for more information about this craft.

Share your storytime at home photos & creations with us!
#DIYStorytime